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ABSTRACT
Secure top-k inner product retrieval allows the users to outsource

encrypted data vectors to a cloud server and at some later time find

the k vectors producing largest inner products giving an encrypted

query vector. Existing solutions suffer poor performance raised by

the client’s filtering out top-k results. To enable the server-side fil-

tering, we introduce an asymmetric inner product encryption AIPE

that allows the server to compute inner products from encrypted

data and query vectors. To solve AIPE’s vulnerability under known

plaintext attack, we present a packing approach IP Packing that

allows the server to obtain the entire set of inner products between

the query and all data vectors but prevents the server from associat-

ing any data vector with its inner product. Based on IP Packing, we

present our solution SKIP to secure top-k inner product retrieval

that further speeds up retrieval process using sequential scan. Ex-

periments on real recommendation datasets demonstrate that our

protocols outperform alternatives by several orders of magnitude.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recent advancement in cloud computing has triggered an

emerging trend among individuals and organizations to outsource

their potentially sensitive data to external non-fully trustworthy

server and leverage the server’s power to remotely carry out com-

putations on the outsourced data by querying the server. Among

various data outsourcing applications, the top-k inner product re-

trieval has received extensive attentions, which searches for the

top-k outsourced data vectors mostly similar to a given query vector

by measuring the similarity with the inner product between them.

This task is widely applicable in a large number of domains. In
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recommender system, the collaborative filtering models the rating

of item j by user i as the inner product between the latent user

vector of i and the latent item vector of j, and recommends the

items with top-k highest ratings to this user. In information re-

trieval, for the document a data vector of binary values or tf-idfs is

built to represent the relevant keywords and for the query a binary

query vector is built to indicate the keywords of interest, while

the inner products between the data and query vectors specify the

similarity and the documents having top ranked inner products are

returned. In cloud computing, knn queries search for the k-nearest
data vectors to the query vector using Euclidean distance or Cosine

similarity. Such knn search in an ℓ-dimensional space is equivient

to a top-k inner product search in an ℓ+1-dimensional space [22].

For each application above, a user’s data/query vectors specify

his sensitive data contents/query interests. To avoid putting the

user’s privacy at risk, the applications usually demand to encrypt

both data and query vectors before outsourcing them and require

the server to search for the top-k inner products over encrypted

vectors. The encryption, however, impedes the usage of traditional

inner product retrieval techniques [13, 17, 19, 21] because these

methods commonly depend on the server’s possessing plain data

and query vectors to compute inner products.

Secure inner product computation [7, 9, 10, 23], the basis of

privacy-preserving knn search (see [11, 18] for detailed reviews),

is a potential solution to compute inner products from encrypted

vectors using homomorphic encryption. However, since the obtain

inner products through such homomorphic computation are still

encrypted, it relies on the client-side filtering to find the top-k
inner products. That is, the client must download the encrypted

inner products between the query vector and all data vectors of the

database, decrypt them and perform the sorting. The client-side

filtering, therefore, incurs unacceptable communication cost and

client’s computation cost.

1.1 Efficiency/Security Dilemma
To resolve the issue of heavy costs in secure inner product com-

putation, a typical solution is allowing the server to filter out the

top-k inner products without compromising the user’s privacy. It

necessitates revealing plain inner products directly from encrypted

data and query vectors. This, however, would raise the security

vulnerability to a special known plaintext attack (KPA) discussed in

[14]. That is, in the ℓ-dimensional vector space, assuming that the

server knows ℓ linearly independent plain data vectors and their

ciphertext; given any encrypted query vector, the server can obtain

plain inner products using encrypted query and data vectors first

and then set up ℓ linear equations to solve the unknown query.

The server can repeat the above process to obtain ℓ query vectors

and use them to solve any encrypted data vectors. Since the attack

relies solely on the disclosure of inner products and such disclosure
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is necessary for server-side filtering, it is a highly challenging task

to achieve both the server-side filtering and attack resistance.

1.2 Problem Formalization
1.2.1 System Model. The typical cloud model involves a server

and a client (data owner or user), in which the server is “honest-but-

curious” and the client is fully trusted, as commonly assumed [3, 5,

14, 15, 20, 22]. The terms server and attacker are interchangeable.

Under this cloud model, we consider the following secure top-k
inner product (IP) retrieval problem. The client possesses a database

P ofn data vectors ®p1, · · · , ®pn . Each ®pi consists of ℓ integers
1
within

a finite filed Zm = {0, 1, · · · ,m − 1}, i.e., ®pi ∈ Z
ℓ
m . The client

encrypts each ®pi into [®pi ] and outsources the encrypted database

[P] = ([®p1], · · · , [®pn ]) to the server. At a later time, the client issues

the ciphertext ⟨®q⟩ of a query vector ®q ∈ Zℓm to find the top-k data

vectors having largest inner products for ®q, without disclosing any

information about the query ®q and database P, defined as:

Definition 1 (Secure Top-k Inner Product Retrieval). Given
the encryption ⟨®q⟩ of an ℓ-dimensional query vector ®q ∈ Zℓm and the
encrypted database [P], find the list of ℓ-dimensional data vectors
®pi1 , · · · , ®Pik ∈ P, for which ®q

T ®pi j is one of the k largest values in
®qT P, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k . Ties are broken arbitrarily.

To enable server-side filtering, this work does not consider to

protect ®qT P (the set of inner products between the query ®q and

the database P) and the access pattern (which data vectors are the

answers of a query). Although the definition assumes the secure top-

k IP retrieval over integer message spaces, the solutions provided

in this work are applicable to general cases of floating point data by

scaling floating point values to integers with finite precision as [8].

1.2.2 Threat Model. We consider known plaintext attack (KPA)

[3, 5, 14, 20, 22] as the threat model. That is, the attacker can ob-

serve a set of plain data vectors in the database and know their

corresponding ciphertext. As discussed earlier, inner products be-

tween query and data vectors can facilitate the attack. To better

evaluate the privacy strength of a scheme, we classify attackers

into different levels based on the knowledge they use.

• Knownplaintext attackwithout using inner products (KPA-
noIP): the attack follows traditional KPA model that using only

the plaintext and ciphertext of known data vectors to solve the

secret keys for decrypting more ciphertext. The attack does not

utilize inner products between data and query vectors.

• Knownplaintext attackusing inner products (KPA-IP): apart
from the information used above, the attack further makes use of

inner products between data and query vectors to solve unknown

queries as shown in Section 1.1. The attack is more harmful as

cracking secret keys in KPA-noIP is typically more difficult.

We adopt the common assumption for query vectors as [3, 5, 14,

20, 22]; that is, the attacker cannot observe plain query vectors in

all cases. It is reasonable because any encryption schemes would

be trivially broken using the attack in Section 1.1 if plain query

vectors are known to the attacker. Therefore, we consider query

vectors to be adequately protected if the query encryption resists

ciphertext only attack (COA) [14, 22].

1
A negative number −a is equivalent to the positive valuem − a over Zm

1.2.3 Design Goals. This paper is devoted to achieve practical

secure top-k IP retrieval by solving the highly challenging dilemma

in Section 1.1. To be specific, the following goals are addressed:

• Performance goals. Low query cost: the protocol should incur

low client computation cost, server computation cost, and com-

munication cost (retrieve only exact top-k results). Typically, it

should support the server-side filtering of top-k inner products.

Non-interactive: the client involves only uploading the query to

the server and downloading the answers from the server.

• Security goals. Confidentiality: the server should not learn any

plain information of the database P and query ®q. In particular,

the protocol should resist KPA-IP attack. Unlinkability: the en-
cryption of data and query vectors should be randomized instead

of deterministic so that the server can not deduce the relationship

of data/query vectors from their corresponding ciphertext, e.g.,

whether two data/query vectors are the same or contain the same

values at some dimensions.

1.3 Roadmap
To achieve the above goals, this work includes the following parts

for dealing with

• security and performance goals (Section 3). We propose a novel

asymmetric inner product encryption (AIPE) that allows the server
to efficiently compute plain IP within arbitrarily large domains

using encrypted data and query vectors. Compared with alter-

native solutions (see Section 2), AIPE achieves better security

by resisting KPA-noIP and better performance by eliminating

small IP domain restriction and pairing operations. AIPE is the

first scheme having all these properties and serves as the major

building block of our solutions below to secure top-k IP retrieval.

• security and performance goals (Section 4). We present a novel

Inner Product Packing (IP Packing) solution to secure top-k IP

retrieval. IP Packing, benefiting from AIPE, allows the server to

obtain the set of all inner products ®qT P between the query ®q
and the database P but prevents the server to associate any data

vector ®pi ∈ P with its inner product ®qT ®pi ∈ ®q
T P. Due to hiding

the link between data vectors and corresponding IP values, IP

Packing resists KPA-IP attack and thus solves the challenging

dilemma in Section 1.1. Interestingly, IP Packing also greatly

improves the performance due to reduced IP computation.

• performance goals (Section 5). We further speeds up IP Packing

using sequential scan, which gives rise to our complete solution

SKIP to secure top-k IP retrieval. Compared to IP Packing, SKIP

achieves significant performance gains by pruning huge number

of IP computations.

• evaluation goals (Section 6): We evaluate the performance of

proposed schemes with extensive experiments over real recom-

mendation datasets MoiveLens and Yelp. The results validate the

several orders of magnitude performance improvements for AIPE

and SKIP compared to alternative techniques.

2 RELATEDWORKS
The latest advances in function-hiding inner product encryption

(IPE) [2, 6, 12, 22] allow to reveal plain inner product with inputting

encrypted data and query vectors. In principle, it encrypts a data



Table 1: Performance and security comparison of IPE schemesw.r.t. the vector length ℓ and inner product domainT (According
to [16],Mul (multiplication) is 10x faster than Exp (exponentiation), and Exp is 100x faster than Pairinд)

IPE scheme

Performance Security

Encrypt KeyGen Decrypt (resist the attack)

# of Mul # of Exp # of Mul # of Exp # of Mul # of Exp # of Pairing Discrete logarithm KPA-noIP KPA-IP

ASPE [22] O(ℓ2) – O(ℓ2) – O(ℓ) – – – ✗ ✗

Pairing IPE [2, 6, 12] O(ℓ2) O(ℓ) O(ℓ2) O(ℓ) O(ℓ) – O(ℓ) O(
√
T ) ✓ ✗

AIPE O(ℓ2) O(ℓ) O(ℓ2) – O(ℓ) O(ℓ) – O(1) ✓ ✗

IP Packing (d > 1) O(ℓ2/d) O(ℓ/d) O(ℓ2) – O(ℓ/d) O(ℓ/d) – O(1) ✓ ✓

vector ®p to [®p] as usual, but encrypts a query vector ®q in such a way

that the ciphertext ⟨®q⟩, with the help of [®p], can be used to compute

the exact inner product ®qT ®p. Let the message space be a finite field

Zm , a secret key IPE scheme can be formalized as follows:

Definition 2 (IPE [12]). Given a data vector ®p ∈ Zℓm and a query
vector ®q ∈ Zℓm of length ℓ over Zm , a IPE scheme encrypts ®p into a
ciphertext [®p] and encrypts ®q into a secret key ⟨®q⟩. The combination of
[®p] and ⟨®q⟩ reveals ®qT ®p but nothing more about ®p and ®q. Specifically,
it is a tuple of algorithms with the following properties:
• Setup(1ψ , 1ℓ) → (pp,msk): On input the security parameter ψ
and the vector length ℓ, the setup algorithm outputs the public
parameter pp and the master security keymsk .
• Encrypt(msk, ®p) → [®p]: On input the master secret keymsk and
the data vector ®p ∈ Zℓm , the encryption algorithm outputs [®p] as
the ciphertext of ®p.
• KeyGen(msk, ®q) → ⟨®q⟩: On input the master secret keymsk and
the query vector ®q ∈ Zℓm , the key generation algorithm outputs ⟨®q⟩
as the ciphertext of ®q.
• Decrypt(pp, [®p], ⟨®q⟩) → ®qT ®p: On input the public parameter pp,
a ciphertext [®p], and a secret key ⟨®q⟩, the decryption algorithm
outputs the plain inner product ®qT ®p ∈ Zm .

Next, we review existing IPE and summarize them in Table 1.

ASPE: ASPE [22] (and its variants) are lightweight IPE schemes

that have been widely used in a variety of applications as reviewed

in [14, 18]. ASPE encrypts a data vector ®p by [®p] = MT · ®p and

a query vector ®q by ⟨®q⟩ = M−1 · ®q, using a random invertible

matrixM as the secret key. The inner product is revealed through

computing ⟨®q⟩T [®p] = ®qT · M−T · MT · ®p = ®qT ®p. The scheme can

be enhanced by random asymmetric splitting and adding artificial

dimensions. ASPE does not depend on crypto primitives and thus

lacks rigorous security proof. Moreover, [5] recently shows that

ASPE is vulnerable to KPA-noIP attack.

Pairing IPE. The cryptographic IPE schemes [2, 6, 12] assure

the strong confidentiality of data and query vectors by making use

of heavy crypto primitives. Typically, all these schemes are built

on bilinear pairing and thus suffer from prohibitive Decrypt costs
due to the following reasons. First, they require O(ℓ) pairings for
Decrypt over vectors of size ℓ, while pairing is a very expensive op-

eration in terms of CPU cost (10
−1 sec) compared to multiplication

(10
−4 sec) or exponentiation (10

−3 sec) as shown in [16]. Second,

these schemes require computing a discrete logarithm for obtaining

plain inner product; that is, use a group generator д and the value

д ®q
T ®p

to obtain ®qT ®p. Let T be inner product domain, i.e., the range
of all possible values for the computed IP. The discrete logarithm is

typically very expensive in the bilinear group [1], which takesO(T )
time in a naive way (test every possible value in the domain) and

O(
√
T ) time using Pollard’s kangaroo method. Therefore, Pairing

IPE usually restricts the inner product domain T to be sufficient

small (e.g., by letting data and query vectors be binary).

From Tables 1, we can see that no existing IPE scheme satisfies

both performance and security goals of our secure top-k IP retrieval,

as discussed in Section 1.2.3. To be specific, ASPE [22] encrypts

both data and query vectors with lightweight matrix multiplication

to achieve good efficiency but sacrifices the security (not resist

KPA-noIP). This contradicts the requirement that the encryption

for outsourced data vectors should provide strong protection as

the data is permanently stored on the server and out of user’s

control. Pairing IPE [2, 6, 12] encrypts both of them with heavy

crypto primitives to enforce better security but incurs prohibitive

costs due to O(ℓ) expensive pairings and O(
√
T ) discrete logarithm

computation (e.g.,Decrypt takes 1000 sec to compute inner products

of 50-dimensional vectors over a domain T = 10
7
). Such costly Pair

IPE makes its usage unrealistic in real applications. Moreover, both

ASPE and Pairing IPE fails to resist KPA-IP attack.

3 ASYMMETRIC INNER PRODUCT
ENCRYPTION

To eliminate the drawbacks of existing IPE discussed above, we

first build an asymmetric inner product encryption (AIPE) that well

balances the security and performance requirements under the

KPA-noIP model (i.e., resist KPA-noIP). That is, AIPE encrypts the

data and query vectors in an asymmetric manner by exploiting the

widely accepted assumption that the attacker cannot obtain plain

query vectors (otherwise, the attacker easily infers the contents of

data vectors by simply executing the queries): it chooses a crypto

encryption for data vectors to provide strong data confidentiality

and a lightweight encryption for query vectors to support efficient

query processing. We will enhance AIPE to resist KPA-IP attack

while using it to build our solutions for secure top-k IP retrieval in

Section 4.

3.1 Construction
The construction involves the newly built functions of Definition 2.

• Setup(1ψ , 1ℓ) → (pp,msk): On input the security parameter ψ
and vector length ℓ, sample large primes p,q to compute N =
p ∗ q and λ = lcm(p − 1,q − 1) by following a Paillier’s variant

scheme in [4]. Then, sample a vector ®s = (s1, · · · , s2ℓ) with each

si ∈ [1, λN /2)], two ℓ × ℓ invertible matrices {M1,M2} over ZN ,



and an integer h0 ∈ Z
∗
N 2

. Finally, let

h = h2N
0

mod N 2

and output the public parameter pp and master secret keymsk

pp = (N ) msk =
(
λ,h,M1,M2, {si }

2ℓ
i=1

)
• Encrypt(msk, ®p) → [®p]: On input master secret key msk and

plain data vector ®p = (p1, · · · ,pℓ)
T ∈ ZℓN , compute

(p̂1, · · · , p̂ℓ) = ®p
T ·M1 mod N

(p̂ℓ+1, · · · , p̂2ℓ) = ®p
T ·M2 mod N

(1)

Then, sample an integer a ∈ ZN , define{
C0 = h

a
mod N 2

Ci = (1 + p̂iN ) · h
a ·si

mod N 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2ℓ
(2)

and output [®p] = (C0,C1, · · · ,C2ℓ).

• KeyGen(msk, ®q) → ⟨®q⟩: On input master secret key msk and

plain query vector ®q = (q1, · · · ,qℓ)
T ∈ ZℓN , randomly split ®q

into two vectors ®qa , ®qb such that ®q = ®qa + ®qb mod N , compute

(q̂1, · · · , q̂ℓ) = ®q
T
a · (M

−1
1
)T mod N

(q̂ℓ+1, · · · , q̂2ℓ) = ®q
T
b · (M

−1
2
)T mod N

(3)

Let b =
∑
2ℓ
i=1 si · q̂i ∈ Z. Then, define{

K0 = b mod λ

Ki = q̂i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2ℓ
(4)

and output ⟨®q⟩ = (K0,K1, · · · ,K2ℓ).

• Decrypt(pp, [®p], ⟨®q⟩) → ®qT ®p: On input public parameter pp, ci-
phertext [®p], and secret key ⟨®q⟩, compute

C ®qT ®p = C
−K0

0
·
∏

2ℓ

i=1
CKi
i mod N 2

(5)

Then, compute the following discrete logarithm to obtain ®qT ®p

C ®qT ®p − 1 mod N 2

N
(6)

Theorem 1. The Decrypt algorithm correctly produces the exact
inner product ®qT ®p ∈ ZN .

Proof. Since M1,M2 are invertible matrices over ZN , Eqn (1)

and (3) implies∑
2ℓ

i=1
p̂i q̂i =

∑ℓ

i=1
p̂i q̂i +

∑
2ℓ

i=ℓ+1
p̂i q̂i

=
(
®qTa (M

−1
1
)T

)
·

(
®pTM1

)T
+

(
®qTb (M

−1
2
)T

)
·

(
®pTM2

)T
= (®qa + ®qb )

T ®p = ®qT ®p mod N

Thus, the theorem is proved if Eqn (6) outputs

∑
2ℓ
i=1 p̂i q̂i , which is

shown as follows:

(1) From [4], hλ = 1 mod N 2
holds. Since C0 = h

a
mod N 2

and

K0 = b mod λ, we have

C−K0

0
=

(
ha

)−(b mod λ)
= h−ab mod N 2

(2) Recall that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2ℓ, Ci = (1 + p̂iN ) · h
a ·si

mod N 2
,

Ki = q̂i . Also, b =
∑
2ℓ
i=1 si · q̂i . Thus, we have

2ℓ∏
i=1

CKi
i =

2ℓ∏
i=1

(
(1 + p̂iN ) · h

a ·si )q̂i = (
2ℓ∏
i=1
(1 + p̂i q̂iN )

)
·

2ℓ∏
i=1

ha ·si ·q̂i

=

(
1 +

(∑
2ℓ

i=1
p̂i q̂i

)
· N

)
· hab mod N 2

(3) Finally, (1) and (2) imply that Eqn (5) producing

C ®qT ®p = 1 +

(∑
2ℓ

i=1
p̂i q̂i

)
· N mod N 2

and thus Eqn (6) produces

C ®qT ®p − 1 mod N 2

N
=

1 +
(∑

2ℓ
i=1 p̂i q̂i

)
· N − 1 mod N 2

N

=
∑

2ℓ

i=1
p̂i q̂i □

3.2 Security and Cost Analysis
We analyze the security and costs of AIPE, and review its advantages

over the existing IPE discussed in Section 2. Comparison results

are summarized in Table 1.

3.2.1 Security Analysis.

Theorem 2. AIPE achieves the randomized encryption providing
semantic security for data vectors and resists KPA-noIP attack.

Proof. AIPE encrypts a data vector ®p in two steps. First, Eqn

(1) encrypts ®p into (q̂1, · · · , q̂ℓ) and (q̂ℓ+1, · · · , q̂2ℓ) in a determin-

istic manner. Then, Eqn (2) further encrypts each p̂i into (C0,Ci )
using the randomness a, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2ℓ. Specifically, (C0,Ci ) is the
randomized encryption of p̂i by the Paillier’s variant in [4], which

enforces semantic security for meeting strong data security require-

ment. Since semantic security implies the security against chosen

plaintext attack and thus stronger than the security against known

plaintext (data vector) attack [14], AIPE is resilient to KPA-noIP. □

Theorem 3. AIPE achieves the randomized encryption for query
vectors that resists ciphertext only attack (COA).

Proof. AIPE encrypts a query vector ®q in two steps. It randomly

splits ®q into two vectors ®qa and ®qb first, and then encrypts ®qa , ®qb in

Eqn (3) by multiplying secret matricesM1,M2, respectively. Since

the splitting of ®q is randomly performed at every dimension, it

achieves the randomized encryption (K0 discloses no information

due to the secret key λ). Under the COA attack, cracking secret keys

M1,M2 requires to find unique solutions for two independent linear

systems in Eqn (3) as the attacker observes no plain query vector

(i.e., ®q is unknown). The task is impossible because each system has

ℓ equations but ℓ2 + ℓ unknowns, i.e., ®qa ,M1 and ®qb ,M2. □

Compared to lightweight scheme ASPE [22], AIPE significantly

improves the security. It achieves semantically secure data confiden-

tiality by encrypting data vectors with a Paillier variant croptosys-

tem [4], and preserves stronger query privacy by randomly splitting

query vector at every dimension. In contrast, ASPE encrypts both

data and query vectors without involving any cryptosystem and

solely performs the random splitting of data and query vectors at

certain fixed dimensions, which fails to resist KPA-noIP attack [5].



3.2.2 Cost Analysis.

• Encrypt has two steps: (1) multiplication of O(ℓ)-dimensional

vectors and O(ℓ) ×O(ℓ) matrices in Eqn (1), i.e., O(ℓ2) multipli-

cations; and (2) O(ℓ) multiplications and exponentiations in Eqn

(2). Thus, the total costs include O(ℓ2) multiplications and O(ℓ)
exponentiations.

• KeyGen computes the multiplication ofO(ℓ)-dimensional vectors

and O(ℓ) ×O(ℓ) matrices in Eqn (3), thus O(ℓ2) multiplications.

• Decrypt requiresO(ℓ)multiplications and exponentiations in Eqn

(5), and computes the discrete logarithm at O(1) cost in Eqn (6).

Compared to Pairing IPE [2, 6, 12], AIPE greatly improves the

performance in the following aspects. First, the Decrypt of Pairing
IPE involves computing a discrete logarithm at a polynomial cost

of the IP domain T , which restricts T to be sufficiently small. By

contrast, AIPE enables the efficient IP computation of arbitrarily

large value by computing the discrete logarithm in Eqn (6) at O(1)
cost. This property is essential to our solutions for resisting KPA-IP

in the next section. Second, AIPE depends only on multiplication

and exponentiation in Decrypt, which are orders of magnitude

faster than pairing needed by Pairing IPE. Such improvement is also

essential to practical secure top-k IP retrieval because Decrypt time

immediately determines the searching time. Finally, AIPE improves

the performance of KeyGen using only multiplication operations

(much faster than exponentiation), which also facilitate practical

secure top-k IP retrieval as KeyGen time determines the query

encryption time. We will validate these advantages empirically in

Section 6.1.

Up until now, we have achieved the balanced security and per-

formance by AIPE under the KPA-noIP model. However, similar to

other IPE schemes, AIPE still suffers the vulnerability to KPA-IP

attack (i.e., the dilemma in Section 1.1). In the next section, we will

discuss how to enhance AIPE for resisting KPA-IP.

4 INNER PRODUCT PACKING
The key reason of AIPE’s vulnerability to KPA-IP attack is that

the attacker can associate each known data vector with its corre-

sponding inner product, and then enables the attack described in

Section 1.1. Specifically, on ℓ-dimensional vector space, assuming

the attacker knows ℓ linearly independent data vectors ®pi and their
ciphertext [®pi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ; given any encrypted query vector ⟨®q⟩,
the attacker can always infer ®q by solving the following equations

®qT ®pi = Decrypt(pp, [®pi ], ⟨®q⟩),∀i ∈ [1, ℓ]. (7)

To prevent this KPA-IP attack, one method is to hide the linking

between ®p and its inner product ®qT ®p computed by Decrypt, w.r.t.
any data vector ®p and any query vector ®q. It is possible to hide such
linking information inmany applications. Typically, considering the

secure top-k IP retrieval upon a query vector ®q and a database P =

{®p1, · · · , ®pn }, the server depends on the entire set ®qT P instead of

the individual ®qT ®pi to filter out the top-k answers. This observation

motivates our prevention of KPA-IP attack by applying AIPE in

such a way that the server can learn the set ®qT P but cannot associate
the value ®qT ®pi with each individual data vector ®pi , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Using the above idea, we build our solution to secure top-k IP

retrieval, called “Inner Product Packing” or “IP Packing”, that solves

the dilemma in Section 1.1. To be specific, IP Packing benefits from

AIPE to resist KPA-IP as follows.

(1) IP Packing takes the advantage of AIPE’s large message space

ZN (N has size thousands of bits) to pack many data vectors

(WLOG, d vectors) into one auxiliary vector of the same length.

(2) Given the ciphertext of an auxiliary vector ®a and a query vector

®q, the plain product ®qT ®a of arbitrarily large value within ZN
can be efficiently computed because the Decrypt cost of AIPE is

independent of the domain of ®qT ®a.

(3) IP Packing efficiently unpacks ®qT ®a into the set of inner products
between the query ®q and the d data vectors packed into ®a.

4.1 Construction
We require that all inner products ®qT P between the query vector

®q and the database P fall into the interval
2 [0,max], i.e., all IP are

non-negative. If the original ®qT P lie in an interval [−min′,max ′]
for somemin′,max ′ > 0, we can shift all IP to the new interval

[0,max ′ +min′] that preserve the original orders among them, by

adding one dimension to each ®pi ∈ P and each ®q as follows,

®pi ←

(
®pi

min′

)
®q ←

(
®q
1

)
. (8)

We fix a radix u > max and enforce ud+1 < N (N is the public

parameter pp of AIPE) by letting

d =

⌊
logN

logu

⌋
− 1. (9)

Next, we build two helper functions Pack and Unpack.

• Pack(u, (®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i )) → ®ai . On input the radixu and a sequence

of d data vectors (®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i ), compute auxiliary vector ®ai by

®ai = ®p
1

i + u · ®p
2

i + · · · + u
d−1 · ®pdi mod N (10)

Here, ®ai has the same dimensionality as each ®p
j
i (1 ≤ j ≤ d), and

the value at each dimension of ®ai is within the message space

ZN , i.e., ®ai ∈ Z
ℓ
N .

• Unpack(u, j, ®qT ®ai ) → ®qT ®p
j
i . On input the radix u and the value

®qT ®ai computed by Decrypt(pp, [®ai ], ⟨®q⟩), for any 1 ≤ j ≤ d

®qT ®p
j
i =
®qT ®ai mod u j − ®qT ®ai mod u j−1

u j−1
mod u (11)

The correctness of Eqn (11) is proved in Theorem 4. Note that

®qT ®ai can be arbitrarily large value over ZN . It highlights the

necessity of computing discrete logarithm atO(1) cost in Decrypt
achieved by AIPE.

Based on such helper functions, we build IP Packing as follows.

Initialization (Algorithm 1). The client first generates the public

parameter and master secret key (Line 1), sets up the global param-

eters (Line 2), and privately partitions the database into buckets of

size d (Line 3). Here, the database size n is assumed to be dividable

by d ; if not, achieve it by adding ®0 into the database P. For each

bucket i , the client re-orders its d vectors into a random sequence,

packs them into an auxiliary vector ®ai , and encrypts ®ai into [®ai ]
(Line 4). Finally, the client outsources all [®ai ] to the server (Line 5).

2max is publicly known or easily estimated in many applications, e.g.,max = 5 in a

recommendation system using the 5-point rating scale.



Algorithm 1 Initialization (P)

Require: The client has the database P = ( ®p1, · · · , ®pn ) andmax

1: call Setup to generate (pp,msk )

2: let u > max ; d ←
⌊
logN
logu

⌋
− 1; n′ ← n

d

3: private partition P into n′ buckets of d data vectors each

4: for i = 1, · · · , n′ do
(a) randompermuted vectors of bucket i into a sequence ®p1i , · · · , ®p

d
i

(b) ®ai ← Pack (u, ( ®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i )); [ ®ai ] ← Encrypt (msk, ®ai )

5: outsource [A] = ([ ®a1], · · · , [ ®an′ ]) and u to the server

IP Packing (Algorithm 2). During phase 1, the client encrypts

the query ®q into ⟨®q⟩ and sends it to the server. During phase 2,

the server collects the entire set of IP between the query and the

database by computing the plain value ®qT ®ai for each outsourced

vector [®ai ] and unpacking ®q
T ®ai intod inner products (Line 3). Using

®qT P, the server filters out the top-k answers and returns them to

the client (Line 5); that is, for each ®p
j
i producing one of top-k IP,

the server returns its index (i, j) and corresponding IP value ®qT ®p
j
i .

Toward real applications, the secure top-k IP retrieval normally

serves the purpose of searching for the index of the k data vectors

producing toppest IP and the ultimate goal is to retrieve certain

application-specific data associated with these vectors, e.g., top-k
most relevant items in recommendation systems or top-k most

relevant documents in information retrieval. Assume that such

data are also outsourced to the server and the client knows how

to retrieve the data associated with each vector ®p
j
i . The client can

easily retrieve top-k application-specific data using R.

4.1.1 Correctness and Security Analysis.

Theorem 4. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ d , Eqn (11) correctly produces ®qT ®p ji .

Proof. Recall that the message space of AIPE is ZN . We first

show that ®qT ®ai ∈ ZN does not wrap around mod N, i.e., ®qT ®ai < N :

®qT ®ai = ®q
T (®p1i + u · ®p

2

i + · · · + u
d−1 · ®pdi ) (a)

= ®qT ®p1i + u · ®q
T ®p2i + · · ·u

d−1 · ®qT ®pdi (b)

< u + u · u + · · · + ud−1 · u < ud+1 (c)

(a) comes from Eqn (10). (b) is the expansion of (a). (c) holds as

®qT ®p
j
i ∈ [0,max] and u > max (thus u > 1). Finally, recalling that

ud+1 < N , we have ®qT ®ai < N .

The above proof shows thatDecrypt(pp, [®ai ], ⟨®q⟩) outputs the ex-
act inner product ®qT ®ai between ®q and ®ai . Therefore, the correctness
of Eqn (11) is guaranteed because of

®qT ®ai mod u j − ®qT ®ai mod u j−1

u j−1
=

®qT (®p1i +u·®p
2

i + · · ·u
j-1·®p

j
i ) − ®q

T (®p1i +u·®p
2

i + · · ·u
j-2·®p

j-1
i )

u j−1
= ®qT ®p

j
i □

KPA-IP attack depends on setting up the equations of Eqn (7),

which requires the attacker to correctly link each known data vector

®pi ∈ P with its inner product ®qT ®pi . IP Packing hides such linkage to

resist the attack by making data vectors indistinguishable, through

Algorithm 2 IP Packing ([A],u, ®q)

Require: The client hasmsk and ®q; the server has u , pp , and [A]

Phase 1 (Client):

1: ⟨ ®q ⟩ ← KeyGen(mskℓ, ®q)
2: send ⟨ ®q ⟩ to the server

Phase 2 (Server):

3: for i = 1, · · · , n′ do
(a) ®qT ®ai ← Decrypt (pp, [ ®ai ], ⟨ ®q ⟩)

(b) ®qT ®p ji ← Unpack (u, j, ®qT ®ai ), for 1 ≤ j ≤ d
4: collect the set of IP between the query ®q and the database P

®qT P =
{
®qT ®p ji | 1 ≤ i ≤ n

′, 1 ≤ j ≤ d
}

(12)

5: send R to the client by letting

R =
{
(i, j, ®qT ®p ji ) | ®q

T ®p ji is one of k largest values of ®qT P
}

(13)

privately partitioning the database P into buckets (Line 3, Algo-

rithm 1) and randomly permuting the d vectors of each bucket (Line

4(a)). The next theorem provides the analytical security bound.

Theorem 5. IP Packing is resilient to KPA-IP attack by limiting

the attack’s probability of success (Pr ) not greater than
(d · ⌈ ℓd ⌉−ℓ)!

(d !)⌈
ℓ
d ⌉

,

w.r.t. the vector length ℓ and the bucket size d .

Proof. Through IP Packing, the KPA-IP attacker’s knowledge

has: (1) database [A] = ([®a1], · · · , [®an′]) and query ⟨®q⟩; (2) a set of
known data vectors P ⊂ P; and (3) the set of inner products ®qT P.
Since the encryption preserves the security for (1), it suffices to

show that the attacker cannot launch the attack using (2) and (3).

To solve the unknown ®q of length ℓ by setting up Eqn (7), the

attacker must know ℓ linearly independent plain data vectors (i.e.,

|P | = ℓ) and their inner product ®qT ®pi for each ®pi ∈ P (i.e., ®qT P ).
Next, we analyze the attacker’s probability Pr of finding ®qT P .

Assume that the ℓ known vectors of P are packed into t auxiliary
vectors, say ®a1, · · · , ®at , and ®ai packs di vectors of P , 1 ≤ i ≤ t . To
simplify the analysis, we also assume that the attacker knows which

di vectors of P are packed into each ®ai . Let Pri be the probability
of recognizing the IP of the di known vectors from the d inner

products Unpacked from ®qT ®ai (Line 3(b), Algorithm 2). Due to

random permutation, the possible choices of selecting di ordered

IP is
d !

(d−di )!
, which gives Pri =

(d−di )!
d ! . Recall that the attacker’s

probability of success is the products of all Pri . We have

Pr =
t∏
i=1

(d − di )!

d!
=

(t−1∏
i=1

(d − di )!

d!

)
·
(
∑t−1
i=1 di + d − ℓ)!

d!
(a)

≤
(
∑t−1
i=1 (d − di ) +

∑t−1
i=1 di + d − ℓ)!

(d!)t
≤
(d · ⌈ ℓd ⌉ − ℓ)!

(d!) ⌈
ℓ
d ⌉

(b)

(a) is obtained by noting dt = ℓ −
∑t−1
i=1 di . (b) holds because of

x ! · y! ≤ (x + y)! for any x ,y ≥ 0. Finally, since the ℓ vectors of P

are packed into at least ⌈ ℓd ⌉ auxiliary vectors, t ≥ ⌈ ℓd ⌉ holds and

the maximal Pr is obtained in (b) by choosing t = ⌈ ℓd ⌉. □



4.2 Discussion
From Theorem 5, the strength of IP Packing for resisting KPA-IP

depends on the parameter d (larger d gives better security). We

now discuss the strategy to enforce a desired security (i.e., ensure

the attack’s maximal probability of success Pr satisfies Pr ≤ ρ, for

some user-specified probability ρ). If d ≥ ℓ, ⌈ ℓd ⌉ = 1 holds and the

upper bound of Pr is simplified to

Pr ≤
(d − ℓ)!

d!
≤

1

(d − ℓ + 1)ℓ
.

To achieve a specified security ρ, 1

(d−ℓ+1)ℓ ≤ ρ must hold, which

requires d ≥ ℓ− logℓ ρ − 1. According to Eqn (9), given an arbitrary

u, we can always meet such conditions of d ≥ max(ℓ, ℓ− logℓ ρ−1)
by choosing a large derived key size of AIPE, i.e., a large N .

Besides enhancing AIPE to resist KPA-IP attack, IP Packing also

achieves better performance: each call of Encrypt and Decrypt is
equivalent to encrypt d data vectors and compute d inner products,

which has a d-fold cost reduction compared to AIPE. We summarize

the security and performance benefits of IP Packing in Table 1.

5 PRUNINGWITH SEQUENTIAL SCAN
In this section, we discuss how to speed up IP Packing with pruning

and construct our complete secure top-k IP retrieval protocol.

5.1 Sequential Scan
In the plaintext domain, sequential scan (SS) has been widely used

to speed up the top-k IP retrieval [13, 21]. Considering an arbi-

trary query vector ®q and data vector ®pi ∈ P, the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality gives the upper bound of its inner product by

®qT ®pi ≤ ∥®q∥ · ∥ ®pi ∥ (14)

where ∥ · ∥ is the L2-norm of the vector. Before the scan, SS sorts

the data vectors of the database P = (®p1, · · · , ®pn ), in decreasing

order of their norms. This sorting allows to search for the top-k IP

efficiently; that is, SS scans the vectors (columns) of sorted P from

left to right. When SS reaches a vector ®pi , it first checks if ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®pi ∥
is less than or equal to the k-th largest inner product found so far,

say t . If ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®pi ∥ ≤ t , the scan stops and the current top-k inner

products are reported as the results, as it is impossible for ®pi and
the remaining columns at the right of ®pi enter the results.

Now, we exploit how to enable sequential scan over IP Packing.

We ignore all involved encryption to highlight the key ideas. Recall

that IP Packing reveals the inner products between the query ®q and

the database P in a batch way. That is, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n′, computing

®qT ®ai on the server reveals d inner products ®qT ®p
j
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ d . Since

it depends on all possible ®qT ®p
j
i (i.e, the entire set ®q

T P) to find the

top-k inner products, IP Packing needs to compute ®qT ®ai for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n′. To prune some unnecessary computation of ®qT ®ai , we
give the following definition first.

Definition 3 (Index norm). Let ®ai packd data vectors ®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i

as in Eqn (10). The index norm of ®ai , denoted as ∥ ®ai ∥, is the largest
norm of these d data vectors, i.e., ∥ ®ai ∥ = max

1≤j≤d
∥ ®p

j
i ∥.

Using the index norm ∥ ®ai ∥, we can prune ®ai if we have

∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ ≤ t (15)

Algorithm 3 Initialization (P)

Require: The client has the database P = ( ®p1, · · · , ®pn ) andmax
1: call Setup to generate (pp1,msk1) and (ppℓ,mskℓ )

2: let u > max ; d ←
⌊
logN
logu

⌋
− 1; n′ ← n

d

3: sort P into n′ buckets
4: for i = 1, · · · , n′ do

(a) random permute bucket i to produce a sequence ®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i

(b) ®ai ← Pack (u, ( ®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i )); ∥ ®ai ∥ ← index norm of ®ai

(c) [ ®ai ] ← Encrypt (mskℓ, ®ai ); [ ∥ ®ai ∥] ← Encrypt (msk1, ∥ ®ai ∥)
5: outsource [A] = ([ ®a1], · · · , [ ®an′ ]), [ ∥A ∥] = ([ ∥ ®a1 ∥], · · · , [ ∥ ®an′ ∥]),

and u to the server

because it implies ®qT ®p
j
i ≤ t for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d . This observation

inspires the following sequential scan over IP Packing. Assume

that all L2-norms of the d vectors in bucket i are not less than the

norms in a subsequent bucket i ′, for all 1 ≤ i < i ′ ≤ n′. SS sorts

the vectors of A = (®a1, · · · , ®an′), in decreasing order of their index

norms. On input a query ®q, SS scans the vectors (columns) of sorted

A from left to right. When SS reaches a vector ®ai , it stops the
scan and reports the current top-k inner products as the answers

if Eqn (15) is satisfied. During this process, the pruning of ®ai and
subsequent vectors ®ai′ are effective, because for 1 ≤ j ≤ d , we have

®qT ®p
j
i′ ≤ ∥®q∥ · ∥ ®ai′ ∥ and thus ®qT ®p

j
i ≤ ∥®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ while

∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai′ ∥ ≤ ∥®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ ≤ t .

5.2 SKIP: Put All Together
Now, we give out our solution to secure top-k inner product re-

trieval, called SKIP, that achieves the above sequential scan over IP

Packing for better satisfying the performance goals of Section 1.2.3.

5.2.1 Initialization. Considering a database P = (®p1, · · · , ®pn ) of n
data vectors in the ℓ-dimensional space. Given an arbitrary query

vector ®q, we assume that the inner product ®qT ®pi falls into the inter-
val [0,max] w.r.t. somemax ≥ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Initially, the client calls Setup of the AIPE scheme to generate

(pp1,msk1) and (ppℓ ,mskℓ), i.e., public parameter/master secret key

of AIPE for 1- and ℓ- dimensional vectors. Let N = ppℓ , the client

chooses some u > max and computes d = ⌊
logN
logu ⌋ − 1 as Eqn (9).

Then, the client sorts data vectors of the databaseP in decreasing

order of their L2-norms and splits the sorted P into n′ = n
d equal-

sized buckets. In this way, every bucket contains d data vectors and

their L2-norms are greater than or equal to the norms of the vectors

in all subsequent buckets. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n′, the client randomly

permutes the d vectors of bucket i into a sequence ®p1i , · · · , ®p
d
i , and

packs them into ®ai using Eqn (10); the client also computes the

index norm ∥ ®ai ∥ of ®ai , and encrypts ®ai , ∥ ®ai ∥ to [®ai ], [∥ ®ai ∥] by

[®ai ] ← Encrypt(mskℓ , ®ai )

[∥ ®ai ∥] ← Encrypt(msk1, ∥ ®ai ∥)

Here, ®ai and ∥ ®ai ∥ are vectors of size ℓ and size 1, respectively.

Finally, the client outsources [A] = ([®a1], · · · , [®an′]), [∥A∥] =
([∥ ®a1∥], · · · , [∥ ®a

′
n ∥]), and the valueu to the server. The initialization

is summarized in Algorithm 3.



Algorithm 4 SKIP ([A], [∥A∥],u, ®q)

Require: The client hasmsk1,mskℓ , and ®q; the server has pp1, ppℓ , u ,
[A], and [ ∥A ∥]

Phase 1 (Client):

1: ∥ ®q ∥ ← L2-norm of ®q
2: ⟨ ®q ⟩ ← KeyGen(mskℓ, ®q); ⟨∥ ®q ∥⟩ ← KeyGen(msk1, ∥ ®q ∥)
3: send ⟨ ®q ⟩ and ⟨∥ ®q ∥⟩ to the server

Phase 2 (Server):

4: Min-heap R ← ∅; t ← −∞ ▶ R has a maximum size k
5: for i = 1, · · · , n′ do

(a) ∥ ®q ∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ ← Decrypt (pp1, [ ∥ ®ai ∥], ⟨∥ ®q ∥⟩)
(b) if ∥ ®q ∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ ≤ t then

– send R to the client

(c) else
– ®qT ®ai ← Decrypt (ppℓ, [ ®ai ], ⟨ ®q ⟩)
– for j = 1, · · · , d do
• ®qT ®p ji ← Unpack (u, j, ®qT ®ai )

• update R with (i, j, ®qT ®p ji ) and t with ®q
T ®p ji if ®q

T ®p ji > t
6: send R to the client

5.2.2 Construction. Algorithm 4 gives the detailed SKIP protocol.

Phase 1. The client computes the L2-norm ∥ ®q∥ of inputted query

®q (Line 1), encrypts ®q, ∥ ®q∥ into ⟨®q⟩, ⟨∥ ®q∥⟩ (Line 2), and sends them

to the server (Line 3).

Phase 2. The server uses a min-heap R of maximum size k to

maintain the top-k results found so far, and an integer t to track

the current k-th largest inner product. At first, the server initializes

R and t (Line 4). Then, it performs the sequential scan over the

outsourced database [A] (Line 5). Specifically, for each [®ai ] ∈ [A],
the server first computes the IP upper bound ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ (Line 5(a)),
and tries to use it to prune [®ai ] by Eqn (15) (Line 5(b)). Recall that

this test is cheap because it requires only to compute the IP using

the ciphertext of two 1-dimensional vectors, i.e., ∥ ®ai ∥ and ∥ ®q∥. If
the above pruning fails, the server decrypts the inner product ®qT ®ai
and unpacks it to ®qT ®p

j
i for further checking (Line 5(c)); that is, for

1 ≤ j ≤ d , if some ®qT ®p
j
i is greater than the current k-th largest inner

product t , the server updates heap R with (i, j, ®qT ®p
j
i ) (if R.size() < k ,

enheap (i, j, ®qT ®p
j
i ) directly; otherwise, deheap the top entry and

then enheap (i, j, ®qT ®p
j
i )), and updates t with ®q

T ®p
j
i . Finally, the server

returns R to the client as the results (Line 6).

5.3 Security and Cost Analysis
5.3.1 Security Analysis. Due to to randomized encryption of the

data ®ai , ∥ ®ai ∥ and the query ®q, ∥ ®q∥ by AIPE, the SKIP protocol

preserves the data confidentiality and query privacy as proved in

Section 3.2. Typically, as shown in Theorem 2, SKIP resists KPA-

noIP attack by enforcing semantically secure data confidentiality

due to the Paillier variant cryptosystem [4]. To claim the security

of SKIP against much stronger KPA-IP attack, we show that the

server cannot utilize the observed inner products ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ used
by sequential scan (Line 5(a)) and ®qT ®ai used by IP Packing (Line

5(c)), accompanied by some known data vectors P ⊂ P, to infer

sensitive information. The proof is as follows:

(1) The server cannot use ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ and the known data P to infer

more information because the former is independent of the later.

Importantly, SKIP conducts sequential scan in a privacy preserving

manner as it depends on upper bound ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ for pruning while

∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ is computed from the ciphertext of ∥ ®q∥ and ∥ ®ai ∥.
(2) The server also cannot make use of ®qT ®ai and the known data

P to infer more information because IP Packing is resilient to the

KPA-IP attack as proved in Theorem 5.

(1) and (2) jointly ensure that SKIP is resilient to KPA-IP attack.

5.3.2 Cost Analysis. The cost of SKIP includes: (Client cost) the

encryption of ℓ-dimensional vector ®q and 1-dimensional vector ∥ ®q∥
using KeyGen; (Server cost) the computation of ∥ ®q∥ · ∥ ®ai ∥ and ®q

T ®ai
using Decrypt, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n′. The cost ofUnpack is omitted as it is

trivial compared to Decrypt; (Communication cost) the uploading

of ⟨®q⟩, ⟨∥ ®q∥⟩ and the downloading of the exact top-k results R.
We highlight the following performance benefits of SKIP and

empirically study these advantages in Section 6.2.

• During query processing (Algorithm 4), thanks to IP Packing, the

server’s computation is proportional to the number n′ = n
d of

auxiliary data vectors instead of the database size n. That is, IP
Packing leads to d times performance improvement.

• During query processing (Algorithm 4), sequential scan further

speeds up the above IP Packing by pruning significant IP compu-

tation (Line 5).

• During the initialization (Algorithm 3) , thanks to IP Packing,

the client encrypts only n′ = n
d auxiliary data vectors ®a1, · · · , ®a

′
n

instead of the original database P of size n. This incurs d-fold
reduction of initialization cost. IP Packing also reduces outsourc-

ing communication by uploading [A] and [∥A∥] at O(n′ℓ) cost
instead of the encrypted database [P] requiring O(nℓ) cost.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluated the AIPE scheme and SKIP protocol proposed

in this paper. We implemented all methods in C++ and conducted

all experiments on a Intel(R) Core(Tm) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.4 GHz

machine running Ubuntu 16.04, with 8GB of main memory.

6.1 Performance of AIPE
6.1.1 Experimental Setup. We compare AIPE with currently the

most efficient Pairing IPE shceme [12]. We do not consider ASPE

[22] as a competitor because it is unable to achieve the same level

of security as AIPE and Pairing IPE summarized in Table 1 (i.e.,

resist KPA-noIP). The Pairing IPE [12] uses different pairing curves

to enable varied sizes of message space. In this experiment, we use

publicly available source codes
3
for [12] over three different curves:

MNT159 (160-bit space), MNT224 (224-bit space), and SS1024 (1024-

bit space). MNT159 and MNT224 are also adoptd in [12]. For AIPE,

we choose 1024-bit key size to have similar security as these curves,

which provides significantly larger message spaces (1024-bit).

6.1.2 Results and Analysis. From Table 1, Decrypt is affected by

vector length ℓ and IP domain T , and KeyGen, Encrypt are affected
by ℓ. Figure 1 illustrates their costs with respect to varied ℓ,T .

3
https://github.com/kevinlewi/fhipe

https://github.com/kevinlewi/fhipe
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Figure 1: Costs of IPE schemes

Decrypt Cost. Figure 1(a) reports the Decrypt cost using differ-

ent T (fix ℓ = 50). Recall that larger T allows possible IP to lie in a

larger interval. Pairing IPE incurs polynomial cost as T increases

(up to 1000 sec with T = 10
7
). It thus imposes that the IP domain

must be sufficiently small. In contrast, AIPE completely eliminates

such small IP domain restriction because its Decrypt cost is not
affected byT . This trend is consistent with the theoretical results in

Table 1: Decrypt involvesO(1) cost of computing discrete logarithm

for AIPE butO(
√
T ) cost for Pairing IPE. AIPE’s stable Decrypt cost

for revealing arbitrarily large IP is highly beneficial to IP Packing

because it enables fast computation of large ®qT ®ai used in Eqn (11).

Figure 1(b) further compares the Decrypt costs of AIPE and

Pairing IPE using different vector length ℓ (fix T = 10
3
). Although

the cost of all methods exhibits a linear increase as ℓ increases,

AIPE greatly outperforms Paring IPE. It incurs reduced cost than

MNT159 and MNT224 for enabling Decrypt over a significantly

enlarged message space (1024-bit). The cost reduction becomes

more impressive over the same size of message space compared to

SS1024. The result is explained by the superiority of AIPE shown in

Table 1: AIPE requires no pairing operation for Decrypt but Pairing
IPE requires O(ℓ) number of expensive pairings.

KeyGen Cost. Figure 1(c) illustrates another performance gain

of AIPE. It involves much less KeyGen cost compared to Pairing

IPE with varied ℓ. The reason is that AIPE adopts a lightweight

encryption for query vectors without needing exponentiations, as

shown in Table 1. This efficient query encryption facilitates short

retrieval time for outsourcing applications.

Encrypt Cost. Figure 1(d) reports the Encrypt cost using varied
ℓ. Since both AIPE and Pairing IPE encrypt data vectors with crypto

primitives to enforce strong data confidentiality, it has small per-

formance improvements than Pairing IPE. Note worthily, the large

message space of AIPE (1024-bit) enables to pack large numbers of

data vectors into each encrypted auxiliary vector [®ai ] (i.e., large d),
which benefits IP Packing for resisting KPA-IP.

Since Pairing IPE suffers from small IP domain restriction and

expensive costs as shown above, all of our experiments for top-k
IP retrieval in the next subsection are based on AIPE.

Table 2: Comparison of secure top-k retrieval protocols

Algorithm IP Packing Sequential Scan

Naive ✗ ✗

Pack ✓ ✗

AIPE-SS ✗ ✓

SKIP ✓ ✓

Table 3: Dataset statistics (ℓ = 50,max = 5 × 104,u = 10
5)

Dataset # of data vectors (n) # of query vectors

MovieLens 33,670 247,753

Yelp 77,079 552,339
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Figure 2: Average retrieval time of 100 random queries

6.2 Performance of SKIP
6.2.1 Experimental Setup. We compare SKIP with three competi-

tors: Naive, Pack, and AIPE-SS. The Naive method adopts only

AIPE that initially encrypts each ®pi of the database P into [®pi ] and
outsources it to the server, then searches for top-k IP by computing

all ®qT ®pi with Decrypt(pp, [∥ ®pi ∥], ⟨∥ ®q∥⟩) on the server. Pack imple-

ments IP Packing presented in Section 4. SKIP combines sequential

scan with IP Packing, as described in Section 5. AIPE-SS implements

sequential scan over encrypted data using AIPE, which corresponds

to SKIP without packing (i.e., d = 1). The differences among four

protocols are summarized in Table 2. To enforce the same security,

we choose 1024-bit key size for AIPE in all protocols.

We evaluate the above protocols over two real datasets of recom-

mender systems: Movielens and Yelp. These two datasets, consisting

of user (query) and item (data) latent vectors factorized from a user-

item rating matrix each, are widely used in collaborative filtering

research [13, 19, 21] to recommend top-k items that produce top

ranked IP between a user’s latent vector and all item vectors. For

each dataset, we transform 50-dimensional float data and query

vectors generated
4
by [13] to integer vectors by following integer

scaling used in [13], which scales the original 5-point IP domain to

the interval [0, 5 × 104], i.e.,max = 5 × 104. For Pack and SKIP, we

choose u = 10
5
to enforce u > max , which gives d = 60 in Eqn (9)

as 1024-bit key size has log
2
N = 1024, and thus KPA-IP attacker’s

probability of success is less than 4.3 × 10−76 by Theorem 5. The

datasets are summarized in Table 3.

6.2.2 Results and Analysis. Retrieval Cost. Figure 2 reports the
retrieval cost with varied k . For each dataset, we randomly select

100 queries and report the average retrieval cost (in sec). We only

4
https://github.com/Hui-Li/MFRetrieval. Secure top-k IP retrieval is orthogonal to how

data/query vectors are generated and thus does not affect recommendation quality.

https://github.com/Hui-Li/MFRetrieval
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account for the cost of Phase 2 because for all methods the costs of

Phase 1 are trivial (≤ 0.01sec) and the same. We observe that,

IP Packing reduces retrieval cost. The IP packing based meth-

ods SKIP and Pack significantly improve (60x) their non-packing

counterparts AIPE-SS and Naive, respectively. The retrieval cost is

dominated by computing inner products required for finding top-k
results, which is proportional to the number of calls to Decrypt.
With the help of IP Packing, each calling of Decrypt (e.g., Line 5(c),
Alg 4 for SKIP) computes d inner products between the query and

data vectors, at trivial extra cost by Unpack. Therefore, IP Pack-

ing incurs d times less calls of Decrypt. Since d = 60 as discussed

above, SKIP and Pack have 60x speed up using IP Packing, besides

enhanced security for resisting KPA-IP.

Sequential scan reduces retrieval cost. The sequential scan based

methods SKIP and AIPE-SS are much faster (6x-200x for MovieLens,

12x-460x for Yelp) than their non-pruning counterparts Pack and

Naive, respectively. Sequential scan reduces the great majority of

IP computation by pruning calls of Decrypt (e.g., Line 5(c), Alg 4

for SKIP), at the cost of computing IP upper bound (Line 5(a)) for

pruning checks (Line 5(b)). Compared to computing actual IP (Line

5(c)), computing IP bound (Line 5(a)) is significantly more efficient

as it applies Decrypt over 1-dimensional vectors. This explains why

sequential scan is highly beneficial. Note that the performance

of SKIP and AIPE-SS degrades with larger k . This is because the
smallest IP (t ) in the current top-k set (heap R) becomes smaller

and it makes harder for SKIP and AIPE-SS to prune (Line 5(b)).

Since IP Packing and sequential scan produces independently

retrieval time reduction each, the combination of them in SKIP

offers the best performance gain (3 to 4 orders of magnitude).

Initialization and Outsourcing Cost. Figure 3 report the time

of initialization (in sec). Over both datasets, the IP packing based

methods (SKIP and Pack) incur 60 times less cost than their non-

packing competitors (AIPE-SS and Naive), due to reduced calls of

Encrypt (e.g., Line 4(c), Alg 3 for SKIP). This further illustrates the

unique advantage of IP Packing on improving the performance and

security simultaneously. Compared to non-pruning methods (Pack

and Naive), the sequential scan based competitors (SKIP and AIPE-

SS) have sightly higher cost because of computing (Line 4(b)) and

encrypting (Line 4(c)) index norms ∥ ®ai ∥. This demonstrates the high

benefits of sequential scan that uses very limited cost (typically, the

initialization is only conducted once) to achieve excessive pruning

of IP computation as shown in Figure 2. Finally, Figure 4 reports

the size of outsourced data (in KB). It exhibits the same trends as

Figure 3; that is, IP Packing reduces the cost besides enhancing the

security and sequential scan incurs only limited extra cost.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the secure top-k inner product re-

trieval problem. We proposed a new IPE scheme AIPE that balances

the security and performance. On top of AIPE, we presented an

IP Packing method to enable secure top-k IP retrieval that resists

KPA-IP attack and reduces retrieval costs. To further improve query

performance, we proposed a pruning based approach SKIP that

speeds up IP Packing with sequential scan. Thorough security anal-

ysis and extensive experimental evolutions illustrate the validity,

security and efficiency of our schemes.
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